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Introduction
Svitlana Matviyenko

The change has come. There is no search. But there is, there is that hope and
that interpretation and sometime, surely any is unwelcome, sometime there is
breath and there will be a sinecure and charming very charming is that clean
and cleansing. Certainly glittering is handsome and convincing.
—Gertrude Stein, Tender Buttons

Advertising rhetoric does not exhaust itself entertaining associations
between technology and happiness. “Think appy thoughts,” Nokia’s app store
tells us. Apple’s slogan “There’s an app for that” sends the same message: “If
you have a problem, look for an app, the ultimate solution—always, anytime,
anywhere.” No matter what one thinks about such marketing propaganda,
“(h)appiness” has been delivered and installed on our mobile devices at the
tips of our fingers. The goal of this book is to carve a discursive niche that
accommodates a variety of multidisciplinary accounts of mobile applications,
addressing the expectations, skepticisms, risks, changes, fantasies, and disappointments we face as users, consumers, and developers of mobile apps. By
enabling encounters between artists, media analysts, and scholars with backgrounds in philosophy, media studies, information science, psychoanalysis,
and sociology, this collection looks at apps through several metaphorical and
metonymical descriptions in order to discuss the mechanisms and ideologies
that shape the “complicated relationship” with apps by which we now connect
with one another and orient within our habitat.
When the App Store was launched in July 2008, it was meant to be a “wow
factor” to compensate for the minimal hardware upgrades of the second-generation iPhone 3G released a month earlier. But for the majority of users, the
new signifier “app” became known only around 2009 when it quickly gained
popularity after Apple’s iPhone 3G ad campaign remembered for the slogan
“There’s an app for that” which Apple subsequently trademarked. An app is an
abbreviated software application—figuratively and literally, linguistically and
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Figure I.1
“Think appy thoughts,”
a promotional image from
Nokia’s website.

technically: apps are small programs—pieces of software designed to apply
the power of a computing system for a particular purpose. While elegance in
code has always been a preoccupation for the information-technology community, app designers made elegance a priority in order to use of the limited
space on their devices more effectively while also tailoring the utility of those
devices to their specific personal and professional needs. An app, itself an
assemblage, also enters other technological assemblages. It requires certain
operating-system specifications in order to function properly. The operating
system mediates between hardware and apps by means of the set of system
interfaces, which enables apps to run on the devices with different hardware
capabilities. Depending on the operating system, separate components of the
app such as activities, services, content providers, and broadcast receivers,
performing different functions in the work of the application, can be activated separately from other components.1 In order to run, some apps require
a network connection; others are constantly available to the user. Some apps
work on their own; others enter into temporary relations with other technologies by synchronizing the user’s data with other applications on the device or
between paired devices. In a time of location-based media capable of receiving
content, processing content, and sending content anywhere at any time, apps
have become synonymous with mobility2 and with the ubiquity of computing—to a larger extent than the hardware devices that carry them.
In comparison with a Web browser, an app is a short-cut that guarantees
direct and immediate access to the information stored in a database on the
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cloud. Yet the attractive side of apps as a new technique of mobile computing
is often overshadowed by challenges they pose. The ongoing debate on advantages and disadvantages of apps has been unfolding for quite some time. In
2010, Wired magazine published an essay, titled “The Web is dead, long live
the Internet,”3 in which Chris Anderson and Michael Wolff announced the
decline of the World Wide Web caused by the growing popularity of cloud
computing and mobile apps. In their analysis of the decline of the Web, Anderson held responsible “us,” users and consumers, while Wolff blamed “them,”
media moguls. The new demands and expectations of high functionality and
operability of mobile gadgets that have been often fetishized by advertising
campaigns have a big influence on users’ preference for apps. According to
Anderson, “much as we love freedom and choice, we also love things that just
work, reliably and seamlessly.”4 In his critique of users’ fascination with slick
technologies at the cost of freedom, Anderson drew on Jonathan Zittrain’s
argument, in his 2008 book The Future of the Internet and How to Stop It, that
cloud computing marks the loss of open standards and services of the free
Internet as it was envisioned by its creators.5 Zittrain described a new model
of computing based on tethered appliances as the shift from “a generative
Internet that fosters innovation and disruption, to an appliancized network
that incorporates some of the most powerful features of today’s Internet while
greatly limiting its innovative capacity—and, for better or worse, heightening
its regulability.”6 The latter concerned Zittrain because the new model of computing opened up possibilities for exercising micro control on a macro scale.
“The prospect of tethered appliances and software as service,” he maintained,
“permits major regulatory intrusions to be implemented as minor technical
adjustments to code or requests to service providers.”7 Geert Lovink, who is
critical of Zittrain’s “foundational myth” of the free Internet, challenges Zittrain’s nostalgia and emphasizes that the Internet has never been free from
the start: it has been “a closed world, only accessible to (Western) academics
and the U.S. military.”8 Whereas Lovink is right about the free Internet being
almost a romantic fantasy about a new frontier “naturally independent of the
tyrannies,” as John Perry Barlow proclaimed in 1996,9 back then no one could
imagine the exposure of users that cloud computing has enabled. Now that
information about users is basically always already in possession of the cloud
owners, in contrast to protected corporate and governmental data, we are
witnessing unprecedented abuse of users’ rights.10
Several things have to be said about the cloud. First of all, it is an operating system—more precisely, the Internet Operating System (IOS)—that runs
as a Web browser and, therefore, allows users to move information from the
datacenters onto computational devices almost instantaneously. It is quick
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at booting, it is easy to use, and its hardware requirements are low because
applications and information that users move back and forth are stored on
the Internet and not on the users’ devices.11 Rob Coley and Dean Lockwood
describe the cloud as “the coalescence of processing power into an instantly
available utility, ready for any eventuality.”12 The origin of the term “cloud” for
this “systematized virtualization of data storage and access”13 can be traced
back to 1996. According to MIT Technology Review, it was coined inside the
Houston offices of Compaq Computer.14 Another possible source is a paper
about the Internet as a unified and coordinated system in which Sharon Gillett and Mitchell Kapor mentioned the “cloud” of intermediate networks operated by a common protocol.15 For the next twenty years, the term was used
mainly inside the IT community. Then, in 2006, at a conference held by Google,
that company’s CEO, Eric Schmidt, re-introduced the term for “an emergent
new model” of computing based on accessing and using data remotely.16 As
the term implies, cloud computing is based on invisible connectivity, which
Mark Weiser, the father of ubiquitous computing, believed to be an important
property not only of a new paradigm of pervasive computing but of any “good
tool.” In a 1994 article titled “The world is not a desktop,” Weiser argued that
“a good tool is an invisible tool.”17 By “invisible” he meant that the tool “does
not intrude on [one’s] consciousness,” so that a user can focus on the task
rather than on the tool. In his 1991 article “The computer for the 21st century,”
Weiser had stated that “the most profound technologies are those that disappear,” and that “they weave themselves into the fabric of everyday life until
they are indistinguishable from it.”18 Since our tools have become so “good”
that we truly do not think of how they work, until they malfunction, new
questions should be asked about the consequences of such invisibility.
After we download apps and grant them access to our private information,
they share that information with other apps, and with advertisers (especially
when apps are free), in a way that those without control over the distributed
network (which means all regular users) are unable to trace. In this sense,
mobile apps function as lures. By making computing seamless and making
the media environment subliminal, apps trick users and draw their attention
from the network’s algorithmic architecture to entertaining and user-friendly
opaque screens.19 As Wendy Chun points out, “software offers us an imaginary relationship to our hardware”20 by means of very selective graphical representations that show only those elements of computing that the user is
allowed to see. Of course, such interfaciality is typical of computing, mobile
or not; in the end, the purpose of the graphical user interface (GUI) was to
mediate between a user and a technology. In the case of cloud computing,
interfaciality contributes to the consumer myth of weightless, safe, cheap,
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easy, fun-to-use, and helpful apps. Not only are users offered an imaginary
relationship with their hardware; in addition, seamless computing sets users
in an imaginary relationship with the entire distributed network. At the same
time, it strengthens the channels of access to users’ private information and
engages them in producing more of free data without knowing that they are
being exploited for the sake of establishing control and generating profit: for
those who harvest data—if their processing algorithms are good—no data
are bad or useless. Any information about users, even if it is trivial, can be
monetized. Apps make it fun for users to produce data, appealing to their
desire to be organized, productive, or creative. In 2009, Andrew Blumberg and
Peter Eckersley expressed concerns about the loss of locational privacy. In a
report on mobile platform design and privacy policy, they noted that “modern cryptography actually allows civic data processing systems to be designed
with a whole spectrum of privacy policies: ranging from complete anonymity
to limited anonymity to support law enforcement.” “But we need to ensure,”
they insisted, “that systems aren’t being built right at the zero-privacy, everything-is-recorded end of that spectrum, simply because that’s the path of
easiest implementation.”21 Not only is it the path of easiest implementation;
apparently it is the most profitable for the cloud’s owners. That “everything
is recorded” is the selling point of Google Glass and its apps, in which this
feature is taken to the extreme.
It has been argued that peer-to-peer monitoring when surveillance and
control are disseminated within the network has replaced the top-down
form of control and surveillance usually associated with the panoptic principle. However, cloud computing and networking demonstrate that the topdown model of control has not disappeared. The top-down model exists
not only along with but because of effective peer-to-peer horizontal monitoring. Although there is no such thing as a “complete user profile,” some
consistency could be assumed or algorithmically calculated on the basis of
the user’s multiple online real or fake presences. This is a rather disturbing
and dangerous scenario when users’ digital footprint collected via users’ and
their peers’ digital exchanges gives enough of information for generating any
narrative that can be easily used against users. Drawing on a Massachusetts
Institute of Technology study, Jay Stanley and Ben Wizner22 address the dangers of the access to users’ information by using the notion of “metadata”: “if
the ‘data’ of a communication is the content of an email or phone call, this
is data about the data—the identities of the sender and recipient, and the
time, date, duration and location of a communication. This information can
be extraordinarily sensitive.” This is why, they explain, “the ‘who,’ ‘when’ and
‘how frequently’ of communications are often more revealing than what is
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said or written. Calls between a reporter and a government whistleblower, for
example, may reveal a relationship that can be incriminating all on its own.”23
While many consider the dangers of such exposure, Google Glass’ commercial promises an accurate and complete record of one’s daily performance
to feed the customers’ appetites for both—the spectacle of others’ privacy
and the desire to expose oneself to the networks of anonymous users. Black
Mirror, a 2011 British mini-series about the risks and challenges of living
with such technology comes to mind. An episode titled “The Entire History
of You” tells the story of a couple named Liam and Ffion who live in a time
when everyone has a device implanted behind one ear. The device makes an
accurate record of the person’s daily routine available for playback and review,
either in front of person’s eyes or projected on a screen. The characters’
already complicated relationship is continually challenged by the technological possibility of accessing one another’s daily record. The more accurate data
is obtained, the easier to confuse it with ‘the truth’ and to forget that the reality cannot be substituted with a representation. The difference between this
and the Google Glass scenario is that in Black Mirror the characters are left
alone in their drama, whereas Glass, in addition to making it Google’s property, discloses such a record of a person’s life for the whole network. When we
download apps, it is hard not to notice how much access to our information
they demand. One may only wonder, for example, why QR Code Scanner app
needs access to your location and to such personal information as your use
of a browser, your bookmarks, and your contact data. It is obvious that colonizing and monetizing users’ individual experience are the primary goals of
many apps.
The notion of “cloud computing” responds to the question of how mobile
computing operates: it describes the relocation of computational resources
from local machines to a distributed network accessed with weightless and
quick-functioning apps from any platform, anywhere, at any time. However,
“cloud” is also a metaphor; it is loaded with meanings, as is any other metaphor, and that has contributed to a misunderstanding of what cloud computing is. For obvious reasons, the “cloud” metaphor supports the myth of its
imaginary immateriality. This may explain why the materiality of datacenters is a relatively new concern. In 2012 this topic got public attention after
Google released photographs of the interior and the exterior of its datacenter
in The Dalles, Oregon. “The cloud is a building. It works like a factory,”24 as
Andrew Blum reminds us in Tubes. Or, as Bratton says, “the Cloud is heavy.”25
Now Google’s website invites you to visit the eight places “your computer
has already been.” The visitors are offered a series of utterly beautiful images
where the huge physical constructions that presumably consume enormous
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amounts of energy and cause environmental pollution are shown in the context of vast natural surroundings. The visual rhetoric of the photographs
appeals to the myth of the “American technological sublime,” that David E.
Nye defines as the overpowering sense of awe and disorientation in the presence of machines or any technological constructions. On this photographs,
the technological sublime is reinforced by the boundlessness and overwhelming sense of landscape. On the micro-level of the interior, the aesthetically
pleasing images of the blue, green, yellow, and red tubes, the installations of
multiple cords in thoroughly arranged metal frames suggest the complexity
of Google’s organization. Despite the claimed “inside view,” the photographs
are just another interface that makes “scientific and technical work . . . invisible by its own success,” as Bruno Latour defines blackboxing.
Computing has supplanted computers. It a continuous, uninterrupted, and
playful process of switching devices—“platformativity,” as Joss Hands calls
it.26 However, this does not imply the end of a computer; it implies only that
the computer as we know it has been replaced by “the invisible computer.”27
Such invisibility is sustained by a variety of objects, or “everyware,” to which
the computing power is distributed.”28 As Adam Greenfield notes, the very
term “user” is no longer suitable for designating a person interacting with
technology: “At the most basic level, one no more ‘uses’ everyware than one
would a book to read or the floor to stand on. For many of the field’s originators, the whole point of designing ubiquitous system was that they would
be ambient, peripheral, and not focally attended to in the way that something actively ‘used’ must be.”29 As an alternative, Greenfield suggests “subject,” which describes a new user as “someone with interiority, with his or her
own irreducible experience of the world”—as someone who “has subjectivity”
and is subjected to law, regulation, and change (“a person without a significant
degree of choice in a given matter”).30 Although Greenfield immediately withdraws the suggestion because “it sounds tinny and clinical,”31 it is hard to deny
that we now find ourselves subjected to “lab experiments” by corporations collecting and storing our data in order to calculate and premediate32 our desires
and needs. One of our desires—to access and manipulate the surrounding
objects of the world with a double click or a touch of your finger—relies on a
firm distinction between subject and object. Today such a distinction is also
related to the refusal to find oneself in the wilderness or chaos rather than in
what seemed to be the humanist order. The app as a technique for operating
mobile devices has become an imaginary connector between users and the
datacenter of “absolute knowledge.” It acts to ensure (or simulate) safety and
comfort by resetting the user’s environment from the uncanny mesh to the
Internet of connected and reachable things.33 In other words, it becomes a
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means of experiencing, interacting with, and thinking of (uncanny) space in
terms of (familiar) place.
The notion of “technique,” as I use the word in reference to apps, draws
on the work of such differing theorists of technology as the French sociologist Jacques Ellul and the German media historian Bernhard Siegert. In 1954,
Ellul theorized technique as an invisible but powerful agency, a “complex of
standardized means for attaining a predetermined result,” an operational
“know-how” in the technological society.34 His Marxist reading of technique
as a dominant force is particularly dark. According to Ellul, in technologically
dependent society, where technique determines the meaning and conditions
of human survival, such things as liberty, choice, and freedom are mere illusions so that “the appearance of a personal life [of an individual] becomes
for him the reality of a personal life.”35 As Robert K. Merton comments in
his introduction to the English edition, to Ellul the submission to technique
is “suicidal”: “In Ellul's conception, . . . life is not happy in a civilization dominated by technique. Even the outward show of happiness is bought at the
price of total acquiescence. The technological society requires men to be content with what they are required to like; for those who are not content, it
provides distractions—escape into absorption with technically dominated
media of popular culture and communication.”36 Invisible and “almost completely independent of the machine,”37 technique is not only a result of blind
reliance on technology; it is the major mechanism of delegating work to the
machine. Paradoxically, Ellul’s intentionally threatening definition of technique is nearly a verbatim description of apps’ promotional discourse, minus
the warning. In the culture of accelerated mobility, where “software takes
command”38 instead of mechanical machines, the “submission to technique”
is propagated by new ideologies as a gain rather than a loss: we are constantly
reminded that ubiquitous computing is the only way of “having it all” under
control, at the tips of our fingers. What Ellul identifies as “suicidal” is now
repackaged as “(h)appy” and sold as the biggest advantage of techno-culture.
For Ellul and Siegert, the notion of “technique” transcends both machines
as such and skills related to their usage: it rather concerns the whole systems
in which machines exist along with those who operate them, the discourses
and ideologies attached to them; in other words, for them, technique concerns the whole actor-network assemblage. But whereas for Ellul technique
is the enslaving force within the technologically driven society, Siegert’s
notion of technique is rather neutral: it is a socially coded physical inclination
of doing things in a particular way; in other words, techniques are cultural.
Siegert believes that techniques expose “operative sequences that historically and logically precede the media concepts generated by them.”39 Cultural
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techniques, he writes, “have to be understood as heterogeneous arrangements in which technological, aesthetic, symbolic, and political concepts of
one or more cultures of writing, image, number, line, and body interact.”40
That notion allows Siegert to think of the materiality of the symbolic realm
as marked or mapped by technical objects, as he demonstrates in his essay on
doors. Like doors in his reading, apps are “not something fully real.”41 Owing
to the ideologies, fantasies, and the power of agency ascribed to them, apps
are also symbolic and imaginary, to use Jacques Lacan’s terms that refer to
three intrapsychic realms that constitute the various levels of psychic phenomena. “Doors,” Siegert writes, “are operators of symbolic, epistemic, and
social processes that, with help from the difference between inside and outside, generate spheres of law, secrecy, and privacy and thereby articulate
space in such a way that it becomes a carrier of cultural codes.”42 The same
can be said of apps: they participate in generating laws and articulating space.
However, if doors maintain the inside/outside division, apps either entirely
eliminate it in the eyes of users or, at least, make it look flexible and controllable by a subject-with-a-gadget. In a sense, apps make an assault on the
former symbolic order in which “the door and the doorkeeper implement the
differential law of the signifier itself.”43 The new meanings and expectations
expressed in apps as the it-object of the commodity economy reveal the collapse of the old relation between time and space that has been constructed
within Western culture for centuries. Nothing, perhaps, demonstrates the
power of the symbolic law in modernism as well as Franz Kafka’s parable
about the man who travels a long way but has to stop near the door, waiting
for permission to open it, without knowing that the door is unlocked, until,
full of hesitation, he actually loses the chance to enter. “The waiting of the
man by the door,” Siegert comments on Kafka’s text, “generates the paradox
that the state of opening has the effect of an interruption. The logic of a door
that is closed while it is opened ‘as always’ is the logic of the symbolic.”44 Read
with Lacan, Siegert’s argument about the materiality of the symbolic manifested in cultural techniques can be extended to the imaginary and the real.
In psychoanalysis, the question of matter is the question of the symptom that
pertains all three realms of psyche: the imaginary, the symbolic, and the real.
A discussion of symptoms related to the new social and technological
arrangements (and, specifically, ubiquitous computing with apps) would
exceed the limits of this introduction. One of these symptoms, however, is
worth a mention: the unbearable feeling now associated with a socially coded
practice of waiting. There is a connection between the pains of waiting and
the new notion of time-space relation regulated by the logics of acceleration and immediacy. Besides, if in the past waiting was associated with the
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Figure I.2
A record of a sleep cycle made with the Sleep
as Android app. Image created by Svitlana
Matviyenko. Reproduced with permission of
the copyright holder.

practices of obedience and submission forced by the symbolic law, as we see in
Kafka’s parable, recently the subjects are being persuaded that waiting is not
an option, that they have to be able to obtain anything they need in no time,
and that everything is already right here for them—at the tips of their fingers.
As far as symptoms are concerned, “nobody knows any longer,” Siegert suggests by referring to Lacan, “whether a door opens onto the imaginary or the
real. We have all become unhinged.”45 And app technique promises to remove
all doors, gates, and their gatekeepers—in order to save us waiting. Or even
more so, to save us from waiting.
Psychoanalytically speaking, Luca Bosetti’s term “a-(d)diction” captures
similarities between drug addiction46 and the dependency on prosthetics—
from antidepressants to gadgets—nurtured and exploited by the ideologies
of consumption. Both dependencies are sustained by the subject’s refusal to
deal with the symptoms directly; both grant the subject immediate access
to jouissance, the term by which Lacan designated an experience of harmful
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excessive enjoyment that the subject renounces when she enters the symbolic
order and accepts its cultural laws.47 This double effect of a-(d)diction works
perfectly for the capitalist cult of uninterrupted productivity, now also governed by apps.
In his 2013 book 24/7, Jonathan Crary expresses hope that in a time when
“most of the seemingly irreducible necessities of human life—hunger, thirst,
sexual desire, and recently the need for friendship—have been remade into
commodified or financialized forms [s]leep poses the idea of a human need
and interval of time that cannot be colonized and harnessed to a massive
engine of profitability, and thus remains an incongruous anomaly and site
of crisis in the global present.” “The stunning, inconceivable reality,” Crary
believes, “is that nothing of value can be extracted from it.”48 Unfortunately,
with apps it is no longer the case: a user doesn’t have to be aware of producing data; in fact, she does not have to be awake. Take, for instance, Sleep as
Android, an app that “wakes you up gently in light sleep for pleasant mornings.” In addition to accessing sensitive log data, phone calls, phone state, and
identity—continuously, 24/7, it is an alarm clock with a sleep-cycle tracker
that produces a new layer of data by capturing the specifics of user’s sleep.
Apparently, the very purpose of apps is to carry on the continuity of production, to ensure that there is no rupture in it: users are encouraged to check
emails while on the go, to text while walking “without fear,” and to spend
every spare moment entertaining themselves with games, reading, news, and
so on. One falls asleep, but like an android, one never stops working: the production of data by a sleeping body continues—until the app calculates the
best moment for one to wake up rested and ready for more labor.
There is a way to argue, following Slavoj Žižek, that apps turn on the
mechanism of interpassivity,49 when the app “takes from me, deprives me
of, my own passivity, so that it is the object itself which enjoys . . . instead
of me, relieving me of the duty to enjoy myself.”50 When users or, indeed the
subjects of technological unconscious, are engaged in the interpassive relation with apps, they do not even come to acknowledge or confront their own
needs. With apps, the logic of the problem-solution relation is reversed, and
the reversal happens at the level of imperceptibility for a subject-user. Here
the mechanism of interpassivity is in accordance with capitalist consumerism. The “needs” come with apps as part of the package, which means the
“solutions” are being sold to us along with the “problems” they are meant to
resolve. This is why the criticism of “technological solutionism”51 misses the
point when it only exposes the dangers of delegating all tasks to technology.
What is really disturbing is that we seem to enjoy the idea that the production
of human needs has been delegated to the machine.
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To return to the notion of “appy thought,” sold to users by one of the corporations, suggests both happy resolution of problems by means of apps and
the impossibility of thought as such without the assistance of technology. I
read this notions along with Luciana Parisi’s soft(ware) thought, or simply, soft
thought, “defined by the speculative function of algorithms.”52 Soft thought
does not come “after” human thought: it is not post-human but subpersonal,
“autonomous from cognition and perception,”53 “nothing more than that
numerical and logical mode of thinking which is proper of software itself.”54
The question “Who or what thinks soft thought?” is not relevant. For Parisi,
soft thought assumes the full agency: it thinks itself.55 Here “appy thought” is
an avatar of soft thought in the commodity economy of the capitalist machine
that thinks—instead of us. Governed by algorithms, it opens for users the
potentiality to connect without thinking, immediately and intuitively, which
is the very definition of “appiness” in today’s technological arrangement.
But what about the stubborn letter “h”? Just like Lacanian letter, it “always
arrives to its destination,” even though it is bracketed from the notion. We
keep hearing and seeing it—the fossil or the ghostly shadow of humanness—
there, where it is not.

In a 2009 book titled Optical Media, the German media materialist Friedrich
Kittler describes the introduction of signal codification and digital image processing as the beginning of the switch from the imaginary to the symbolic
regime that “ultimately represents the liquidation of [the] last remainder of
the imaginary.”56 And yet, the imaginary persists in the ways worth our attention. One is related to the common users’ misconception caused by ubiquitousness of mobile computing, when the “[power of] informatics underlying
the apparent simplicity of the experience.”57 Users unfamiliar with the algorithmic structures of the networks treat the symbolic regime, described by
Kittler, as the imaginary realm protecting them against the aggressively of
the network, against information pollution, and against overload. An app
here is the ultimate imaginary tool that assists, connects, organizers, and
entertains. Eric Kluitenberg also theorizes “the imaginary media” by drawing
on Benedict Anderson’s notion of “imagined community.”58 For Anderson, the
notion of imaginary is very important; it functions to sustain a community
of people as one nation, even though in reality they do not know one another.
Kluitenberg argues that there is a relation between communities and media
in the sense that “media and communities double each other’s imaginaries; an imaginary communion is shared via mediating machineries that are
believed to be able to transfer more than ‘mere’ information; feelings rather
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than signals; meaning rather than data; satisfaction rather than sound, words,
images; identity rather than codification of social life.”59 This is the notion
that runs through many of the essays in this collection as they address different theoretical and technical aspects of computing as well as the discourses
created around the topic of apps—from production and marketing to daily
use and fascination with this new digital object.
The essays in part I explore how control and power are distributed and
consolidated within software architecture. Benjamin Bratton explores the
disciplinary effect of rendering the environment for the user and the user
for the environment by means of an app that he describes as an interface
between the user and his habitat. Søren Bro Pold and Christian Ulrik Andersen explore the potential risks of cultural computing with new gadgets apps,
the tools for filtering and delivering cultural content. Patricia Ticineto Clough
engages with object-oriented ontology to respond to concerns about “dangerously obscuring human knowing” by means of blackboxing. By looking at the
modularity of the interface, Robbie Cormier, too, discusses apps’ complicity
with control and offers a detailed reading of Wolfram’s research, focusing on
a computational knowledge engine Wolfram|Alpha, which Theodore Gray, a
founder of Wolfram Research, identifies as a “killer app.” Paul Miller interviews Stephen Wolfram about organization, systematization, and accumulation of knowledge in the time when “all is computation.”
The essays in part II look at apps’ ability to extend or enhance certain
human capacities. Nick Srnicek approaches this topic using Deleuze and
Guattari’s concept of the body without organs and suggests that apps offer
themselves as “a non-religious form of experimentation” for exploring the
question of “what a body can do” posed outside of mind/body dualism. Dock
Currie explores how apps attached to a user attached to a mobile device create
the immobile subject within a “spaceless instantaneity” of mobile technology.
Eric Kluitenberg focuses on apps as tools beyond their practical purposes that
“project imaginary solutions for potentially unattainable aspirations,” and
by which the lacking subjects displace their anxieties and impossible desires.
Anna Munster explores the optical illusion of transparency at the level of
hardware and software performed by a new “genre” of augmented reality (AR)
apps (i.e., Type n Walk and Transparent Screens) that, she argues, opens up a
possibility for “a novel recomposition of the senses” by means of the sophisticated play between revelation and trickery of phantasmagoria, stage magic,
and cinematic illusionism of the late nineteenth century.
The essays in part III analyze how apps as an ideal commodity within capitalist “tyranny of choice”60 (Renata Salecl). Nick Dyer-Witheford speaks about
the allure of apps as a new possibility not only to make living but also to make
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a fortune. He puts his case study of the emergent “app worker” in the wider
context of discussions on immaterial labor in order to raise the questions
about the actual incomes and conditions of app workers as well as the dominating discourses of app work. Vincent Manzerolle and Atle Mikkola Kjøsen
continue this discussion by looking at the new dynamics of the app economy
wherein commodities (apps and the services they deliver) do not just simply attract money, but stalk it. Dal Yong Jin and Steven Millward address the
specifics of the app economy in South Korea and China, where apps often
compensate for the failure to consider the demands of local consumers of
mobile technology.
Part IV opens with Lev Manovich’s reading of apps (and software in general) as a metamedium61 in contrast to the modern understanding of an
artistic medium, or monomedium, limited by its properties and possibilities. Manovich looks at the process of “softwarization” to demonstrate how
media software brings a new set of techniques operating across all media.
Thierry Bardini questions overrated necessity of apps and their practicality that is often limited to the extent where apps simply sit on our touchscreens, handy and cute, without ever being used. Drawing on François
Laruelle’s photo-fictional apparatus of non-philosophy, Drew Burk offers
his version of a theoretical “photo-fictional” imaginary app. Like a photograph in Laruelle’s reading, the app is not “some new technique, but a new
description and conception of . . . the practice that arises within it; of its
relation to philosophy.”62 Dan Mellamphy and Nandita Biswas Mellamphy
engage with Vilém Flusser’s work Vampyroteuthis to meditate on apps’ function within an overconnected environment. Referencing H. P. Lovecraft’s
1930 novella At the Mountains of Madness and his 1928 short story “The Call
of Cthulhu,” they draw a Lovecraftian scenario in which a user is captured
by a tentacular system of capitalism, apps serving as a trap to appropriate
a user’s identity or “user-information” such as location, destination, usageduration, and replication “into the arena and concourse of capitalist coursing or hunting.” Also included in part IV are transcripts of my interview of
the interactive media artist Scott Snibbe—whose projects include Gruvilax
and Bubble Harp (now available as apps) and the singer Björk’s Biophilia
apps—and of Chris Richards’ interview of Ryan and Hays Holladay of the
band Bluebrain. The Holladay brothers discuss their use the mobile phone’s
GPS technology for their location-aware music project, in which various
musical passages are geo-tagged to various landmarks and routes, turning passive listening into an adventure of navigating through a musically
transformed landscape.63 By connecting different soundtracks to different
geographic locations, Bluebrain’s album offers the experience of the “extra
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dimensionality” of space as one passes through its different sonic “pockets.”
The location-aware album triggers the permanence of sonic memories and
associations attached to certain localities as well as the very sense of awareness of the landscape.
To be fair, apps do open up the possibility of hacking, mostly because of
the properties I discussed above: they are small programs, they are easy to
write, their technological requirements are low, and they are easy to use. Apps
have quickly become a means of political expression. One well-known example is Phone Story, banned by Apple but available for Android. Another hack
that attracted a lot of attention was the Transborder Immigrant Tool (TBT),
created by Ricardo Dominguez; a group called Electronic Disturbance Theater
used it in A Mexico/U.S. Border Disturbance Art Project. The TBT app uses
Spatial Data Systems and GPS technology to help immigrants find water stations in the Southern California desert.64 Also worth mentioning is Drones+,
an app designed by a New York University student named Josh Begley that,
in addition to challenging the “neutrality” of app stores’ regulations, notified users every time the United States carried out a drone strike. “When I
started reading all the reports of drone strikes in Yemen, Pakistan, and Somalia,” Begley said in an interview for New York Magazine, “one thing stood out:
the flatness of language. There are words like ‘militant’ and ‘compound’ and
‘hideout,’ which come to mean very little when you read them in such volume. I sincerely didn't know what the contours of our drone war looked like.
So I wanted to dig into the data set about every reported U.S. drone attack
and try to surface that information in a new way.”65 After banning Drones+
twice for “technical reasons,” Apple admitted that the reason for the bans
was “objectionable or crude” content. To quote McKenzie Wark: “Just as the
situationists imagined a space of play in the interstitial spaces of the policing
of the city via the dérive, so too we now have to imagine and experiment with
emerging gaps and cracks in the gamespace that the commodity economy has
become. The time of the hack, or the exploit, is at hand.”66 Apps are eminently
suitable for that.
The color gallery features (as plates 1–15) selected works from the book’s
sister project, an exhibition called The Imaginary App. Paul Miller and I invited
artists and graphic designers to explore users’ expectations of technology by
designing icons for impossible, imaginary apps and formulating descriptions
mocking the standards of the online app stores. Democratic in nature, the
exhibition includes works by well-known designers, art students, and even
a group of 14–16-year-olds affiliated with Ontario’s Museum London, one of
the exhibition’s venues. I am especially grateful to Executive Director Brian
Meehan, to Curator of Art Cassandra Getty, to Curator of Public Programs
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Dianne Pearce, to Francisco Gerardo Toledo Ramírez, and to Kadie Ward for
their support and help in organizing the exhibition. (Plates 16–18 are images
of Scott Snibbe’s works.)
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/fundamentals.html. However, there are iPhone apps that grant no access
to individual components of the app.
2. Every new technology adds to our understanding of mobility. For
instance, Jason Farman makes a point that “the term ‘mobile’ has been
applied to technologies as early as papyrus, when the written word became
transportable across a broad geographic space” (Mobile Interface Theory:
Embodied Space and Locative Media, Routledge, 2012, 1).
3. Chris Anderson and Michael Wolff, “The Web is dead, long live the Internet,” Wired, August 2010 (http://www.wired.com).
4. Ibid.
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this case US-American IT firms and their academic-military science structures that are losing global hegemony). The Zittrain myth says that, compared to centralized, content-controlled systems such as AOL, CompuServe
and Prodigy, the ‘generative’ Internet of the late 1980s was an open network. But this was simply not the case, it was closed to the general public.
This foundational myth is then used to warn the freedom-loving guys for
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the Downfall of Civilization.” See Lovink, “Zittrain’s foundational myth of
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reality that cannot be dismissed by a careless “I have nothing to hide.” As
has been recently brought to our attention, online profiles of virtually any
user may contain potentially incriminating content; that is why, as Danah
Boyd commented, “a surveillance state will produce more suspect individuals,” instead of protecting their freedom and rights. The very fact of such
monitoring not only violates the presumption of innocence, but on the contrary, it acts upon an assumption that everyone is potentially guilty. Technology, so much ahead of our very ability to process the changes it brings, is
especially ahead of law-making critically needed to protect its users and creators. See danah boyd, “Where “nothing to hide” fails as logic,” http://www
.zephoria.org/thoughts/archives/2013/06/10/nothing-to-hide.html.
11. Daniel van der Velden and Vinca Kruk’s two-part essay “Captives of the
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entire project. The essay can be found at http://www.e-flux.com.
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19. In a discussion of universal surveillance and infrastructural imperialism of Google and its collaboration with the product advertisers, Siva Vaid-
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hyanathan explains that the precision of its processing algorithms is the
goal; otherwise it is a waste of money for the corporation. He writes:
“Google complicates the ways we manage information about ourselves in
three major ways. It collects information from us when we use its services;
it copies and makes available trivial or harmful information about us that
lies in disparate corners of the Internet; and it actively captures images of
public spaces around the world, opening potentially embarrassing or private scenes to scrutiny by strangers—or, sometimes worse, by loved ones.
In theory, Google always gives the victim of exposure the opportunity to
remove troubling information from Google’s collection. But the system is
designed to favor maximum collection, maximum exposure, and the permanent availability of everything. One can only manage one’s global electronic
profile through Google if one understands how the system works—and
that there is a system at all. Google is a system of almost universal surveillance, yet it operates so quietly that at times it’s hard to discern” (84). See
Siva Vaidhyanathan, The Googlization of Everything (And Why We Should
Worry) (University of California Press, 2011).
20. Wendy Hui Kyong Chun, “On software, or the persistence of visual
knowledge,” Grey Room 18 (2005), winter, 26–51, at 43.
21. Andrew J. Blumberg and Peter Eckersley, “On locational privacy and
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24. See “The cloud, the state, and the stack: Metahaven in Conversation
with Benjamin Bratton” (http://mthvn.tumblr.com/post/38098461078/
thecloudthestateandthestack).
25. See the issue of Culture Machine 14 (2013) on platforms. Also see Joss
Hands, “Politics, power, and ‘platformativity,’” http://www.culturemachine.
net/index.php/cm/issue/view/25.
26. In The Invisible Computer (MIT Press, 1998), Donald Norman argued
that in the future technology would be “invisible,” hidden from sight.
27. Although I appropriated Levi Bryant’s term, in this case it only denotes
an equal possibility for different objects to become a computing platform.
28. Adam Greenfield, Everyware: The Dawning Age of Ubiquitous Computing
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